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M O N T H  I N  F O C U S  

 

It was a challenging start to the year for most risk assets and 

the Close Managed funds suffered accordingly, posting 

negative absolute returns across the range. Whilst returns on 

the whole were weaker, Managed Income and Managed 

Conservative, posted strong relative returns and were able to 

beat their respective sector peer group. 
 

T H O U G H T S  F R O M  T H E  T E A M   

 

The tech heavy NASDAQ index in the US fell -7.6% in 

sterling terms over January, having been down over 13% 

intra-month. Consequently our tech and consumer services 

exposed growth managers were the worst hit within the 

range, but the wider US market was still down -5.0%.  

 

The ‘value’ areas of the market were the places to be and we 

have been steadily adding to these over recent months; 

however, the UK was the only major market to post positive 

returns in January.  

 

In terms of absolute returns within the equity space, there 

was little to celebrate in a month where markets were almost 

exclusively negative. It was within the Managed Income fund 

that there was some solace to be had, namely in the form of 

the Schroder Income fund, which returned +4.4% against the 

backdrop of the wider UK market advancing +1.9%. Also held 

within Managed Income is the Coupland Cardiff Japan 

Income & Growth Trust, which added +2.3% over the month, 

against the wider Japanese market which declined -4.4%. 

The fund is positioned towards improving corporate 

governance and improving pay-out ratios in the land of the 

rising sun.  

 

Overall, it was not a great month for active managers in the 

equity space, particularly in the UK. It was a better story 

within fixed income, however, where active management in 

the credit space was a positive contributor to relative 

performance. The TwentyFour Monument Bond fund for 

example, which is allocated to residential mortgage backed 

securities in Europe, and has some floating rate exposure 

(good in an inflationary environment), returned +0.2% against 

the broader strategic bond sector which declined -1.6%. The 

recently added 1167 China Government Bond fund also did 

well, returning +1.7%, demonstrating the uncorrelated nature 

of the fund, which was exactly why we added it across the 

Managed fund range in December last year.  

 

Finally, within alternatives, it was a difficult month for our 

infrastructure exposure, but in most of the portfolios this was 

offset somewhat by a strong return from our broad commodity 

tracker (+6.2% for the month) and the Invenomic US Equity 

Long Short fund, which returned a very healthy +15.2% for 

January, benefitting from the downside in US equity markets. 
 

A C T I V I T Y  

 

During January we topped up our gold and commodity 

exposure (at the expense of fixed income) on the back of 

rising geopolitical tensions between Ukraine and Russia as 

well as elevated inflationary pressures.  

 

We also switched our exposure within Japan from the Baillie 

Gifford Japanese fund to the Sparx Sustainable Japan fund; 

which essentially dials down our ‘growth’ factor exposure and 

will hopefully benefit from a sustainable / ESG tailwind. It is a 

fund we have already held within Managed Growth.  

 

Finally, we sold the heavily ‘growth’ exposed Carmignac 

European Leaders fund and added to the AB Europe ex-UK 

fund within Managed Balanced and Managed Growth. This 

will increase our European exposure to ‘value’ and ‘quality’ 

investment factors.
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